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Rolling doublets is one of the most thrilling aspects of backgammon. This book, aimed at advanced

beginners and intermediate players, makes game-strengthening puzzles fun by focusing on doublet

positions, containing 180 of them drawn from championship tournaments. Pit yourself against the

giants of the game and sharpen your tactical vision! The Third Edition includes match scores and

whether the Crawford rule is in effect, among other updates.
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Based on the enthusiasm shown by the 5 star reviewer I decided to purchase this book as I am

always looking for ways to improve my game.Just one small little problem: for each of the positions

there is zilch, nada, null, absolutely no commentary about WHY the answer given is the best

option.Anybody can run a position through XG, GNU, or Snowie. But it's authors like Walter Trice,

Jeremy Bagai, Bill Robertie and Paul Magriel that help your game immeasurably because of the

ANALYSIS they provide of a board position. Should you run, anchor, hit, stay back, prime, put

checkers out of play and why?This should not be your first advanced backgammon book, not even

your second, third, fourth or fifth. Try "Backgammon Boot Camp" or "Classic Backgammon

Revisited" instead.Two stars instead of one because the problems given *are* interesting.

This is a great book to learn Doublets. I can recommend it to anyone and is a great addition to my

Backgammon library of 17 books.

This is an excellent collection of 180 backgammon problems from expert matches. In order to



improve at something, one needs to engage in deliberate practice. This book provides the

deliberate practice necessary to improve one's ability to make the best move when rolling

doubles.You roll doubles one-sixth of the time so improving your playing of doubles is important to

improving your overall game. Also, rolling doubles often results in potential significant swings in

equity so it is important to capitalize on these situations by making the best move. Furthermore,

rolling doubles may change the game plan that best maximizes your equity (e.g. rolling large

doubles may result in your best game plan changing from a holding game to a racing game). So you

need to pay particular attention when you roll doubles to maximize your equity.The book uses gnub

for its rollouts but provides a comparison of the rankings of the plays with that of eXtreme Gammon

in an annex. Both programs agree on the best move for all 180 positions in the book and agree on

the rankings of the top four moves more than two-thirds of the time. This is a best practice that I

have not seen in any other backgammon book.One caveat: this book provides no annotation as to

why the best play is better than the other options and thus is suited to a player with a firm grasp of

the principles of backgammon.One quibble with the book: the positions are rolled out at the match

score at which they occurred. While this gives one the ability to compare one's play to that of the

experts who faced these positions, it makes it unclear how much the match score influenced what

checker play was best, especially for plays where one or both players are close to winning the

match. A note on whether a different move would be best in money (or unlimited) play would be

useful. Perhaps this can be incorporated into a future edition or provided by the authors separately

to interested readers.All in all, this is an excellent book and well worth its modest cost.

Playing Doublets is a well written, well organized book divided into six chapters, one chapter for

each of the possible doublets. The book is full of illustrated diagrams, where an expert or top ranked

player made a blunder playing doublets. i consider this to be one of the best backgammon books of

all time. Doublets are usually favorable, but also offer the greatest opportunity for your opponent to

misplay them. I now try to be more cautious in playing doublets correctly, and in going through the

book I started seeing certain patterns such as if you must leave a blot, try to position it so you have

return shots from the bar. For the technically minded, the rollout data is also available as a separate

download. Also included is the response to the opening roll if you roll a doublet. Strong buy

recommendation to improve your game. Maurice Barie

This book provides 180 positions (30 for each double) where a world class player made an error.

Yes, there is no analysis but you should be able to reason it out yourself. The process of doing that



will make you think and remember the ideas better. The issue of scores not being there has been

addressed and these have been added. I will probably roll them out for money to see the difference

but the positions themselves are fascinating.Definitely worth the price which is very inexpensive.

The idea and format of this book is good, however, as we know, the tournament checker play

depends on the match score and the cube position/value, and unfortunately, the former is not

provided for any position. The book still could be helpful if you assume that the match score did not

affect the top 4 plays.

I am a professional backgammon teacher and I recommend this book to all my students. Even if you

are a highly experienced player you will learn much from this book. It is laid out well, but I also loved

reading the tidbits of history about the game and major players. It was a real treat.
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